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I spent several hours today wading through IIS access logs. Not the most fun part to my job, but sometimes necessary. During
the course of it though, I found a subtle difference with the way clients (browsers) pass the information that goes into these
logs. Hopefully it will be of use to someone else.
I would imagine that most developers are familiar with the CGI.HTTP_REFERER variable. It can be very useful for things like
web stats and affiliate programmes, but I wouldn't trust it too much! I'm not certain how ColdFusion creates this variable, but
I would imagine it takes it from the referer value passed in request headers by the browser (or other client). It's these headers
that are used to generate the IIS access logs.
While I haven't done any experiments with ColdFusion yet, it's with the IIS access logs that I noticed the browser differences.
While both FireFox and IE correctly pass the referer in headers for normal links, Internet Explorer leaves the referer blank for
javascript links. An example link would be something like:
<a href="#" onclick="window.location.href='test.cfm'">click me</a>

Before I continue, I don't recommend using this type of link at all - it breaks all sorts of accessibility guidelines. I was
maintaining a legacy application, and found this used as a crude hack.
I'm not sure if I would class this as a bug in IE, but it's certainly something we need to be aware of. In my case, I couldn't figure
out how the user had accessed a secure page, without leaving a referer in the log - it took me a while before I realised a dodgy
JavaScript link had been used.
In summary, this is another reason why you should take access logs with a large pinch of salt. You can only trust the data in
them as much as you trust the clients passing the data.
You might also be interested in this blog entry on the using CGI.HTTP_REFERER with CFLOCATION: ColdFusion CFLocation
Only Passes Referrer Of The Referring URL

